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WYNSTAN STRAIGHT DROP AWNING SERIES

Our Australian designed and engineered Straight Drop Awning series has been 
developed to suit all exterior buildings. The series of four awning styles utilise 
common hardware for a consistent look across the range. Given this, you can 
personalise the perfect awning to suit your requirements.
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Straight Drop
Awning

Our Awnings have been independently 
tested & proven to significantly reduce 
cooling energy costs by keeping a 
standard* home at a consistent & 
comfortable temperature throughout the 
summer months.

*Results based on a single storey, brick veneer home on 
a concrete slab using ducted air-conditioning and equally 
distributed windows with Wynstan Awnings installed with 
Canvas fabric. Based on independent modelling conducted 
by White Box Technologies in conjunction with Peter Lyons & 
Associates June 2013.
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Cable Guide
Awning

Manual Crank
To open or retract the shade manually, a 
hand crank is provided for easy operation.

Light Lift
An innovative operating option allowing you 
to raise & lower the awning to any desired 
position by simply moving the bottom rail 
by hand (Zip Style only).

Wynmotion Motorisation
The Wynmotion range of products are 
especially designed for a relaxed Australian 
lifestyle, allowing you to say goodbye to 
cords and levers and replace them with 
a stylish little remote or smartphone app. 
When utilised well, these systems can 
aide in reducing overall energy costs. 
Automated Awnings do not incur the 
same level of wear and tear as a manually 
operated one.

3 OPERATING OPTIONS

Wynmotion Motorisation comes with 
a remote control and a Smartbox
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Straight Drop Awning
This is a traditional style awning that has been 
given a clean modern look. Simple to operate 
and ideal for spaces where guide channels are 
not suitable, the awning can easily be strapped 
down to a railing or directly to the floor. 

Cable Guide
This robust system not only provides UV 
protection and air flow, it is incredibly durable 
and provides the best option when fixing a 
channel to a wall is not possible. Featuring 
stainless steel cables perfect for seaside 
homes. The bottom rail moves up and down the 
cable guides creating a smooth operation.

Zip Style
The Zip Style awning will not only create an 
extra outdoor room but protect you from the 
harsh UV rays. Ideal for moderate to windy 
conditions, as the fabric resists blowing out 
of the channels due to the hidden zip side 
channels providing protection from wind gusts. 
Consider the Zip Style if you have a courtyard or 
patio.

Pivot Arm
Projecting the fabric off the window via a set 
of arms, the Wynstan Pivot allows sun to be 
controlled through the angle or pitch, and allows 
for airflow underneath as the awning is not fitted 
directly to the window.Windows can remain 
open when the awning is in use and this awning 
is suitable for small or large windows.

4 AWNING STYLES



Closed Head Box

HARDWARE COLOUR RANGE

With 6 standard colours inspired by popular 
COLORBOND® colours, so your awning can 
complement most exteriors styles. Custom 
colours available.

Black
Inspired by: Night Sky®

Paperbark

Woodland Grey

Primrose
Inspired by: Classic Cream®

Silver Pearl

Pearl White

Closed Headbox
Contemporary, clean lines of the headbox 
encapsulates the fabric and protects it from 
external elements such as rain and UV rays 
which assists in keeping the fabric clean and 
enhances longevity.

Open Headbox
Offers increased air circulation around the roller 
thereby minimising heat build-up. This headbox 
is standard with Wynstan Pivot Arm Awning.

Open Roller
A simple design gives you a great look and offers 
an ideal choice for a more economical cost.

HEADBOX OPTIONS
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